
Perfect Picnic Quilt 
Teacher – Nancy Goldsworthy 

 

Join Nancy for a fun stash busting class. This is your chance for some power cutting and speedy piecing on this 

scrappy lap/picnic size quilt. Use up some stash or show off your latest stack of coordinating fat quarters.  

 

Choosing your fabrics: I have seen this quilt done up in many different fabric combinations. Everything from 

Christmas, to flannel, to 30’s prints will work. (Large scale prints can be an issue due to the size of the pieces, 

but can really add interest if you are trying to use up a less than wonderful print.) You will need lights, 

mediums and darks for this quilt and keep in mind that any two fabrics can end up side by side. 

Fabric Needed:  You have several ways to assort your fabrics. If you are using fat quarters, you will need 21. If 

you want a very scrappy quilt, you can cut your squares out of up to 84 different fabrics. Or you can use any 

number of fabrics in between, as long as you have 84- 8 ½” squares. 

Framing Border:  ½ yard. It is recommended that you use a tone on tone that reads as a solid. (You may want 

to wait until you see where the top is going before you pick this fabric, or bring several with you to audition.) 

Pre-class Preparations:  Please precut your fabrics into the 84- 8 ½” squares. 

Sewing supplies needed: Sewing machine, in good working order 

    Thread that will blend with the lightest fabric colors 

    Square up ruler, 9 ½” works well,  

    Rotary cutter and small mat for squaring up blocks 

    Scissors or thread snips  

 

This quilt finishes 59” x 73” and we should have most of the 

blocks done in class!! 

Got questions? Stop by the shop for fabric help or call Nancy 

at 503-256-0746. She can also be reached at 

ninepatchquilting@comcast.net  

 

 

This is a super scrappy, stash busting quilt project. It finishes at 59" 

x 73" and can be made by beginners to seasoned quilters with great 

results. You will learn speed cutting techniques and should be able 

to make most of your blocks in class. 


